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Be Elegant



Fluence
Chair

With its broader back, adjustable lumbar support and a contoured

seat, the Fluence offers extraordinary comfort. It's countoured outer

frame gives a close body-hugging fit that is suitable for dynamic

seating; a must for workplace health and happiness. The new shape

of happiness is not just skin deep.

The new shape
of happiness
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Nero
Chair

NERO has a unique back design inspired by the lotus petal, 

with softened curves for added user comfort. Apart from the 

adjustable arms, lumbar support, synchronized tilt mechanism

and a contoured seat, its moderately soft form appeals the user’s 

eyes giving a warm body-hugging fit of comfort even before sitting 

on it. 

All day 
comfort
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A designer's dream come true, Nero offers such a large variety finishes, it can enter any theme seamlessly. Its 

curvaceous elegance and cost effectiveness at the same time is unbelievable.
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It offers the combination of ergonomic support you need, and the elegant back will make your aesthetic 

maintain the style you are looking for.



Curved back 
for exceptional 
comfort
The chair adapts to dynamic User 

movements with ease and responsiveness, 

ensuring an ergonomically supportive and 

comfortable seating posture. Nero offers 

Flexible edgeless back support moving with 

the movements of the user. 

Synchronised Tilt 
Mechanism
1 Point locking Synchronised 

Mechanism Option.

It offers the combination of 

ergonomic support you need, 

and the elegant back will make 

your aesthetic maintain the 

style you are looking for.

Extra wide comfort 
Active seating needs a 
broad support. Now play 
comfortably in any work 
posture, we got it covered.

500mm

Flexible
edgeless
Conforms
to the body
shape
precisely

it protects the natural 

curve of the lower back 

and helps keeping better 

posture all day long.

Lumbar Support



Nero

Protective Frame
The frame covers the 
mesh and protects it.

Breathable mesh
keeps back cool 
and dry.

1D-2D Armrest
The armrest comes 
in 1D in black and 
2D in grey

Lumbar
Lumbar support

Synchronised Tilt 
Mechanism
1 point  locking 
synchronised 
mechanism

Base
it comes with nylon 
base

or exceptional comfort

Midback with black frame Midback with grey frame

Combine the upholstery options on seat and backrest to customise the chair

ME6        

Upholstery Back

Upholstery Seat

M1A

F20 F12 F14 F15 F17 X66

X47 X48 X00 X67 X70



All measurements in millimeters

DESCRIPTION OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Nero Height Width Depth

1035-1155  610  620

1035-1125  640 630

SEAT DIMENSIONS

Height Width Depth

465-585         500           435             

465-555         500           435

Statement of Line

Mid back chair 

Mid back chair with 1D arm grey nylon base

3YEARS
WARRANTY
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Disclaimer :
Natural Variation in colour and structure of raw material for fabrics / paints / laminates, makes it impossible to guarantee that the final shades 
will match perfectly in every case. Minor discrepancies in the colour of the goods supplied, subsequent or supplementary items cannot 
therefore be recorded as justification for any claim to replacement. Batch to batch variations in shade / colour matching may occur within 
commercial tolerances. Since different classes of paints are required for MDF and metal items, perfect shade matching cannot be guaranteed. 
We would however endeavour to attain as close a match as possible. All materials are subject to availability. All contents of this brochure are 
the copyright of HNI India and any duplication and or reproduction in any form without prior permission is strictly prohibited.
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